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Abstract

This paper deals with a family of two- and three-windings coupled inductor-based
impedance source networks. They have been basically derived from the successful quasi-
Y-source network (q-YSN) by replacing one of its capacitors with a diode with different
combinations of coupled inductors and called diode assisted impedance source networks
(DA-ISNs). The general three-windings version, called diode-assisted Y-source network
(DA-YSN), as the origin of all other simplified versions, is thoroughly investigated from
various points of view. From the voltage gain characteristics aspect, it offers a higher
voltage gain with the same number of elements as the conventional q-YSN. Lower magne-
tizing and input current ripples show the higher power density of DA-YSN in comparison
to q-YSN. The effectively reduced voltage stress and the total value of capacitors, and a
considerable decreased conversion loss of the magnetic element are the other attractive
features of DA-YSN. With the advantages of a low input current ripple and a high
voltage gain, DA-ISNs can be suitable choices for renewable energy and distributed power
generation systems. Operating principle, circuit analysis, and parameters design guidelines
for DA-YSN are thoroughly investigated. Also, the small-signal modelling, analysis and
the controller design are presented in this paper. Finally, the theoretical properties of
DA-YSN are scrutinized by performing extensive experiments on a 200 W laboratory
prototype.

1 INTRODUCTION

Recently, various impedance source networks have been pro-
posed for all power conversion applications, that is, AC-DC,
DC-AC, DC-DC, and AC-AC. Adjustable speed drives [1, 2],
uninterruptible power supplies [3, 4], renewable energy and
distributed power generation systems [5–10], electric vehicles
[11–13], and DC circuit breakers [14] are just some successful
application proposals. Single-stage simultaneous step-up and
step-down power conversion, as an attractive advantage of
the impedance source networks, leads to enhanced reliability
and improved performance of the power systems. Modelling,
control, and modulation techniques are well investigated in
some papers [15–19], while other researches are more focused
on the improvement of circuit topologies. The diode/capacitor
assisted [20], switched-capacitors/inductors [21–24], switched
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boost networks [25, 26], and voltage lift [27] are proposed to
improve the voltage gain, reduce the components’ voltage /
current stress, and increase the power density. The magnetically
coupled impedance source (MCIS) converters, as a recent
topology improvement, offer a high voltage gain with a fewer
number of elements and a shorter shoot-through duty cycle
(DST) requirement. The Y–source network (YSN) [28], as the
basic structure of the T-source, the Γ-source and the Flipped
Γ-source networks [29], the Δ-source network [30], and the
sigma-Z-source network [31], are some of the successful MCIS
networks, all offering high voltage gains by proper utilization
of the coupled inductor turn ratio as an added design flexibility.
Nevertheless, they suffer from a discontinuous input current,
which leads to a high current stress at the source side. To over-
come this problem, the continuous input current impedance
source networks are introduced, such as the quasi Y-source [32],
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FIGURE 1 Y-shaped networks. (a) DA-YSN [38], (b) YSN [28], (c) q-YSN [32]

the quasi T-source, the quasi Γ-source, and the LCCT-Z-source
networks, all proposed in [33], the A-source network [34], the
quasi-∆-source networks [35], and the quadratic-∆-source net-
work [36]. The quasi-Y-source network (q-YSN), as the origin
of almost all the continuous input current MCIS networks, also
offers a smaller magnetic core of the coupled inductor com-
pared to the Y-source network (YSN). Despite these benefits,
the q-YSN suffers from large input current ripples, which call
for a considerably larger input inductance and related power
losses. The voltage gain of the existing MCIS networks can be
generalized as G = 1 / (1-K DST), where K is a function of the
windings turn ratio(s) and hence DST is theoretically limited
by K as 0 < DST < 1/K. Despite these benefits of the MCIS
networks, a major challenge with these circuits is the leakage
inductance, which decreases the effective shoot-through dura-
tion and voltage gain [37], and causes voltage spikes on the
semiconductors and the dc-link [38, 39]. As a step forward,
in order to improve the voltage gain characteristics of q-YSN,
the diode-assisted Y-source network (DA-YSN) is recently
introduced in [38], where 12 impedance source networks are
proposed by basically integrating YSN, q-YSN, and DA-YSN
with the quasi Z-source network [40] with the aim of tackling
the voltage spikes across the dc-link. Due to the attractive
advantage of the conventional YSN and q-YSN, they have
been investigated from various points of view in the literature
[37, 41–43]. However, in spite of the advantage of DA-YSN,
the characteristics of this converter have not been adequately
assessed.

DA-YSN offers a higher voltage gain than q-YSN with the
same DST operation range and the same number of compo-
nents. A considerably lower input current ripple is another
attractive advantage of DA-YSN, which leads to a lower cost,
size and losses of the input inductor. Furthermore, the magne-
tizing current ripple, the total voltage stress of the capacitors,
and the total required capacitance of this network are all lower
than YSN and q-YSN. Also, higher efficiency is attained due
to the considerably lower total power loss of the magnetic
element. In addition to the steady-state analysis, component
design, and a thorough comparison with the state of the art,
the circuit averaging method is used to model the nonlinear ele-
ments of the DA-YSN for the sake of dynamic studies. Finally,
the validation of the theoretical achievements for DA-YSN is
performed by extensive tests on a 200 W DC-DC converter
prototype.

2 CIRCUIT ANALYSIS

As shown in Figure 1a, DA-YSN introduces two additional
windings to the circuit of the traditional single-switch quadratic
boost converter in [44], and also uses an additional inductor and
a diode in comparison to YSN of Figure 1b. Compared to the
conventional q-YSN in Figure 1c, DA-YSN uses one less capac-
itor and one more diode. The diode assisted Γ-source network
(DA-ΓSN) and diode assisted T-source network (DA-TSN) are
also obtained from Figure 1a by removing the windings N1
and N2 from the original Y-shaped coupled inductor, respec-
tively. The diode-assisted flipped-Γ-source network (DA-FΓSN)
is also realized from DA-YSN by removing the winding N3 and
changing the dotted node of the winding N2 of the coupled
inductor. In what follows, DA-YSN is thoroughly investigated
and the equations for the reduced versions can then be read-
ily obtained by appropriate zero substituting for the removed
winding of the original circuit.

2.1 Operation principle

DA-YSN has the same operation states as other impedance
source networks, that is, shoot-through (ST) and non-shoot-
through (NST) states. The performance analysis is presented by
assuming that the inductors operate in continuous conduction
mode.

2.1.1 Shoot-through state

Figure 2a shows the equivalent circuit of DA-YSN in ST state.
During this state, the switch SW is ON, the diode D1 is reverse-
biased while the diode D2 conducts, and the source and the
capacitor C1 charge the input and the coupled inductors, respec-
tively. According to Figure 2a, for the voltage equations, one can
write

⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩
VLin = Vin

VN 1 =
N1

N3 − N2
VC 1.

(1)

It is worth mentioning that despite q-YSN, in all DA-ISNs,
the voltage across the input inductance Lin during the ST state
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FIGURE 2 Equivalent circuits of DA-YSN. (a) ST state, (b) NST state

TABLE 1 Capacitor voltage and voltage gain of DA-ISNs

DA-ISNs DA-YSN DA-ΓSN DA-TSN DA-FΓSN

VC1
1

1 −
(

N1+N3

N3−N2

)
DST

Vin
1

1 −
(

N3

N3−N2

)
DST

Vin
1

1 −
(

1 +
N1

N3

)
DST

Vin
1

1 −
N1

N2
DST

Vin

Voltage gain (G)
1

1 − DST
×

1

1 −
(

N1+N3

N3−N2

)
DST

1
1 − DST

×
1

1 −
(

N3

N3−N2

)
DST

1
1 − DST

×
1

1 −
(

1 +
N1

N3

)
DST

1
1 − DST

×
1

1 −
N1

N2
DST

is equal to the input voltage Vin. Therefore, the input current
ripple is much lower than q-YSN.

2.1.2 Non-shoot-through state

This state refers to the stage where the switch SW is turned off
and D1 conducts while D2 blocks, as illustrated in Figure 2b.
Moreover, the inductors and the source charge the capacitor C1
and supply the load. The voltage equations are

VN 1 =
N1

N1 + N2
(Vin −VC 1 −VLin ) (2)

Vout = Vin −VLin −

(
1 +

N3

N1

)
VN 1. (3)

In the steady-state, the average voltage across the inductor
during a switching period is zero. Thus, the capacitor and the
output voltages are obtained as (4).

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

VC 1 =
1

1 − 𝛿DST
Vin

G =
Vout

Vin
=

1
1 − DST

×
1

1−𝛿DST

𝛿 =
N1 + N3

N3 − N2

(4)

where δ is the winding factor. Following the same approach, the
results for DA-ΓSN, DA-TSN and DA-FΓSN are obtained, and
the results are summarized in Table 1.

For comparison purposes, the voltage gain of the conven-
tional YSN and q-YSN and DA-YSN for different winding
factors δ is reported in Table 2. Clearly, the boost ability of
DA-YSN is higher than that of the two competitors, while
the maximum value of the shoot-through duty cycle (DST,max)
is the same for all networks. Also, in Table 2, the realiza-
tion of the winding factor δ with different turn ratios is
mentioned.

The winding factor for YSN and DA-YSN is equal to

𝛿 =
N1+N3

N3−N2
while for q-YSN, it is 𝛿 =

N1+N2

N2−N3
. Due to a positive

δ, for YSN and DA-YSN N3 > N2 and for q-YSN N2 > N3.
Consequently, the same coupled inductor leads to the same δ
for all converters by interchanging the windings N2 and N3 in
q-YSN in comparison to YSN and DA-YSN. The voltage gains
of YSN, q-YSN and DA-YSN versus DST are plotted in Fig-
ure 3a for various δ. It is notable that for the same voltage gain,
the ST period for DA-YSN is shorter than the competitors. The
enhanced boost ability of the networks makes them suitable
for distributed power generation applications, where a high
gain is often demanded. The plotted voltage gains of Y-shaped
networks in Figure 3a are calculated under an ideal lossless con-
dition. However, the practical voltage gain is seriously affected
by the parasitic elements, including the equivalent series
resistance (ESR) of the inductors and capacitors, ON-state
resistance of the diodes and the switch, and the voltage drop of
the diodes. According to a procedure detailed in [42], the non-
ideal voltage gain of the Y-shaped networks are calculated based
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TABLE 2 Voltage gain comparison and turn numbers realization for various winding factors

δ

Voltage gain

DST,max

N1:N2:N3

YSN & q-YSN DA-YSN YSN & DA-YSN q-YSN

2
1

1−2 DST

1

1−DST
×

1

1−2 DST
0.5 (1:1:3), (2:1:4), (3:1:5) (1:3:1), (2:4:1), (3:5:1)

3
1

1−3 DST

1

1−DST
×

1

1−3 DST
0.33 (1:1:2), (3:1:3), (1:3:5) (1:2:1), (3:3:1), (1:5:3)

4
1

1−4 DST

1

1−DST
×

1

1−4 DST
0.25 (2:1:2), (1:2:3), (5:1:3) (2:2:1), (1:3:2), (5:3:1)

5
1

1−5 DST

1

1−DST
×

1

1−5 DST
0.2 (1:3:4), (3:1:2), (2:2:3) (1:4:3), (3:2:1), (2:3:2)

6
1

1−6 DST

1

1−DST
×

1

1−6 DST
0.17 (4:1:2), (3:2:3), (2:3:4) (4:2:1), (3:3:2), (2:4:3)

FIGURE 3 Voltage gain comparison of Y-shaped networks. (a) Ideal lossless and (b) Ideal and non-ideal (ẟ = 4) conditions

on the experimental conditions (refer to Table 8) and ẟ= 4, and
the results are plotted in Figure 3b. As already expected, the
voltage gain under non-ideal condition is lower than the ideal
lossless condition. Also, as shown in Figure 3b, the voltage gain
can theoretically change from one to infinite under the ideal
lossless condition while it is seriously limited when considering
the parasitic elements. It is notable that under the non-ideal
condition, the voltage gain increases with the increase of DST
first, and then decreases after reaching a peak value. After all,
one can conclude from this study that DA-YSN offers higher
voltage gain under both ideal and non-ideal conditions.

3 COMPONENT DESIGN

The major part of any impedance network, which mainly deter-
mines its volume and cost, is the passive components. In this
section, a straightforward design procedure to decide the val-
ues of the input and magnetizing inductances and the capaci-
tor, considering different practical and theoretical constraints, is
presented.

3.1 Input inductance (Lin)

The input inductance (Lin) is designed based on its voltage
(VLin), dwell time of the corresponding state of operation (Δt)
and the input current ripple (Δiin) as

Lin = VLin
Δt
Δiin

. (5)

Thus, the input inductance of DA-YSN can be designed
as

Lin = DST × LBase
in (6)

where

LBase
in =

V 2
in Ts

𝛼%P
(7)

with P as the rated power, Ts as the switching period, and con-
sidering α % of the input current as its maximum ripple.
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FIGURE 4 DA-YSN by considering the magnetizing inductance

3.2 Magnetizing inductance (Lm)

The magnetizing inductance can be designed by using the simi-
lar approach followed for the input inductance. Thus, with β%
as the maximum tolerable magnetizing current ripple, the mag-
netizing inductance can be obtained as

Lm =
N 2

1

(N3 − N2) (N1 + N3)
× DST G × LBase

m (8)

where Lm is the magnetizing inductance when referred to the
winding N1, as shown in Figure 4, and LBase

m is

LBase
m =

V 2
in Ts

𝛽%P
. (9)

3.3 Capacitances

The capacitance is designed based on the charge current
through it and the time duration, as

C =
IC
ΔVC

Δt (10)

whereΔVC is the capacitor voltage ripple. Thus, the capacitance
of DA-YSN can be designed by assuming γ% of the capacitor
voltage as its ripple, as

C1 =

(
1
G
−

1
G 2 (1 − DST )

)
×CBase (11)

where

CBase =
PTs

𝛾%V 2
in

. (12)

4 NETWORKS COMPARISON

To clarify the superiority of the diode-assisted Y-source net-
work over the other MCIS networks, this section compares
DA-YSN to successful competitors. The results are summarized

in Table 3. Besides the average and ripple of the magnetizing
current, the input current ripple, the capacitor voltage stress,
the total capacitance, the winding volume, copper losses and
the total volume of the passive components of DA-YSN are
compared to those of YSN and q-YSN.

4.1 Magnetizing current

For a three-winding coupled inductor, the magnetizing current
is determined from (13).

N1i1 + N2i2 + N3i3 = N1im (13)

where i1, i2 and i3 are the windings’ current and im is the mag-
netizing current referred to the winding N1, which is shown in
Figure 4. In ST state, the capacitor current is

I ST
C 1 = −

N1

N3 − N2
I ST
m (14)

where I ST
m is the average of the magnetizing current (referred to

N1) in ST state.
For NST state, by considering I NST

o and I NST
in as the average

of the output and input currents in this state, one can write

I NST
C 1 = I NST

in − I NST
o . (15)

By applying the capacitor charge balance principle to the
capacitor current of (14) and (15), the average of the magne-
tizing current is derived as

Im = (1 − DST )

(
1 +

N3

N1

)
Iin. (16)

For YSN, the average of the magnetizing current is calculated
as

Im =

(
1 +

N3

N1

)
Iin. (17)

From (16) and (17), it is obvious that the average magnetizing
current of DA-YSN is lower than that of conventional YSN.
Also, the average magnetizing current of q-YSN is zero, which
is the lowest.

To calculate the magnetizing current ripple, as given in (18),
the voltage across the winding N1 and its time duration are
required.

Δim =
VN 1 Δt

Lm
. (18)

Thus, for DA-YSN, one can write

Δim =
N1

N3 − N2

(1 − DST ) G Vin DST Ts

Lm
. (19)
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TABLE 3 Comparison of Y-shaped networks

Converter ẟ Voltage gain (G) VCtotal∕Vout VDtotal∕Vout IDtotal∕Iin IST
SW
∕Iin Im∕Iin 𝚫iin∕𝚫iBase

in

DA-YSN [38 ]
N1 + N3

N3 − N2

1
1 − DST

×
1

1 − 𝛿DST
1 − DST 𝛿2

1 −
1

(1−DST )G

DST
(1 − DST )

(
1 +

N3

N1

)
DST

YSN [28 ]
N1 + N3

N3 − N2

1
1 − 𝛿DST

1 − DST 𝛿 − 1
1

1 − DST

1 −
1

(1−DST )G

DST
1 +

N3

N1
—

q-YSN [32 ]
N1 + N2

N2 − N3

1
1 − 𝛿DST

1 + (𝛿 − 2) DST
1

1 − DST

1 −
1

(1−DST )G

DST
0 (1 − DST )(G − 1)

*ΔiBase
in = VinTs∕Lin .

FIGURE 5 Magnetizing current ripple comparison

In Figure 5, the magnetizing current ripples of the three Y-
shaped networks are plotted by considering the same δ. From
this figure, the magnetizing current ripple of DA-YSN is lower
than those of the conventional YSN and q-YSN, which leads to
a lower core loss [45]. The normalizing factor in this figure is

ΔI Base
m =

VinTs

Lm
. (20)

4.2 Input current ripple

The improved input current profile is one of the advantages of
DA-YSN and q-YSN over YSN. Figure 6a compares the nor-
malized input current ripple of DA-YSN and q-YSN for various
δ, where ΔI Base

in is

ΔI Base
in =

VinTs

Lin
. (21)

Clearly, the input current ripple of DA-YSN is considerably
lower than that of q-YSN, which leads to a lower core loss
and also makes it a suitable choice for renewable energy sys-

tems. It is notable that for DA-YSN, by increasing the wind-
ing factor in order to increase the voltage gain, the normal-
ized input current ripple decreases while the opposite occurs for
q-YSN.

4.3 Total voltage stress on capacitors

The capacitor voltage stress of DA-YSN is calculated based
on (4). Also, the total voltage stress of other networks is
obtained from Table 3. For a better comparison between the
Y-shaped networks, in Figure 6b, the total voltage stress on
capacitors is plotted, assuming the same input voltage. As
shown in this figure, the total voltage stress for DA-YSN and
YSN is almost the same and considerably lower than that of
q-YSN.

4.4 Total capacitances

The normalized total capacitances required for DA-YSN, YSN
and q-YSN are shown in Figure 6c, in which CBase is defined as
(12). As shown in this figure, the required capacitance of DA-
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FIGURE 6 Comparison of DA-YSN with competitors. (a) Input current ripple, (b) Total voltage stress on capacitors, (c) Total required capacitances

TABLE 4 Copper loss and windings volume comparison

Converter i1 ,rms (N1) i2 ,rms (N2) i3 ,rms (N3) ∑Nj i2
j,rms ∑Nj ij,rms

DA-YSN 3.60 (120) 6.44 (24) 5.95 (72) 5100 1015

YSN 4.15 (120) 8.05 (24) 7.15 (72) 7303 1206

q-YSN 2.34 (120) 7.22 (72) 9.52 (24) 6585 1029

YSN is the lowest. Also, because of the use of an additional
capacitor, the total required capacitances of q-YSN is higher
than YSN.

4.5 Total volume and power losses of the
coupled inductor windings

As other important practical parameters, the winding loss and
volume (weight) are compared in Table 4 for experimental con-
ditions, as done in [30]. In this table, the sum of Nj i

2
j ,rms reflects

the copper loss, while the sum of Nj i j ,rms is proportionally
related to the winding volume (weight). Consequently, the wind-
ing copper loss of DA-YSN is lower than YSN and q-YSN by
30.2% and 22.5%, respectively. Also, for DA-YSN, the winding
volume or weight is lower than YSN and q-YSN by 15.8% and
1.4%, respectively.

4.6 Total volume of the passive components

Two parameters determine the inductors’ volume: maximum
stored energy and fill factor (Ku). According to [45], the first
one can be attained as

W max
core ∝ LmI 2

m,max (22)

where Lm can be obtained from (19), and Im,max is the peak
magnetizing current. By taking the experimental parameters in
Table 8 into account, the required magnetizing inductance is 952
μH for YSN and q-YSN, and 900 μH for DA-YSN to obtain the
same ∆im = 3.2 A for three Y-shaped networks. Also, the input
inductor, Lin is considered as 2437 μH for q-YSN and 175 μH
for DA-YSN to have the same input current ripple (α = 50%).
Therefore, the first parameter for the magnetic core selection,
that is, the maximum stored energy, is calculated for all under-
study cases while Table 5 shows the consequences. When the
first core with a higher LIm,max

2 than the calculated value is cho-
sen, it never will be saturated [46]. Next, according to the frac-
tion of the current density (J) and the RMS value of the windings
current (Irms), the wire bare area (Awire) of each winding should
be specified as Awire = Irms/J. Often, J is selected between 3
and 8 A/mm2 while the wire length and efficiency improve-
ment are supposed. Therefore, the current density is selected
as 4 A/mm2 here, for all impedance source networks. Eventu-
ally, the litz wire is utilized in order to reduce the AC resistance
of windings and cover the required Awire. As the second param-
eter for core selection Ku is defined as the proportion of the
total conductor cross-section to the area of the core window
and usually is selected below 65% [46]. Accordingly, the proper
magnetic cores are chosen for all Y-shaped networks while the
results are presented in Table 5. Furthermore, the volume of the
cores is reported in this table. Based on Table 5, the sum of the
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TABLE 5 Numerical design of the inductors of Y-shaped networks

Volume

Conv. Ind. L (μH)

L (ILmax)2

(mH A2)

Part num.

of core Par. mm3 Turn Ku (%)

MLT

(mm)

YSN Lm 952 60.93 0077620A7 Core 51800 70:14:42 23 93

Win. 18488

q-YSN Lm 952 2.43 0077585A7 Core 4150 125:75:25 63 52

Win. 14040

Lin 2437 60.92 0077617A7 Core 51800 131 16.2 90

Win. 11790

DA-YSN Lm 900 42.65 0077195A7 Core 28600 80:16:48 32 75

Win. 13680

Lin 175 4.37 0077586A7 Core 4150 77 18.5 38

TABLE 6 Numerical design of capacitors of the Y-shaped networks

Conv. Cap.

Capacitance

(μF)

Capacitor

voltage (V)

CVmax
2

(mF V2)

YSN C1 30 162.5 808.11

Co 1.87 200 76.30

Total 31.87 362.5 884.41

q-YSN C1 30 162.5 808.11

C2 13.33 123 205.72

Co 1.87 200 76.30

Total 45.2 485.5 1090.13

DA-YSN C1 27.88 165 774.29

Co 1.74 200 71

Total 29.62 365 845.29

magnetizing and input inductors core size is 51,800 mm3, 55,950
mm3 and 32,750 mm3 for YSN, q-YSN and DA-YSN, respec-
tively. As a result, YSN and q-YSN are 1.6 and 1.7 times bulkier
than DA-YSN when the magnetic components are under inves-
tigation parameters.

Similar to the inductors, maximum stored energy (C V2
max)

determines the volume of the capacitors. To compare the capac-
itor volume, the capacitors are numerically designed for Y-
shaped networks to achieve 2% voltage ripple and the results are
summarized in Table 6. Also, the total CV2

max is calculated for
all networks in this table. Therefore, YSN and q-YSN are 1.05
and 1.29 times bulkier than DA-YSN in terms of the capacitors.

Generally, one can conclude that DA-YSN with the high
step-up capability offers high power density due to the lower
reactive element requirement in comparison to competitors.

5 SMALL-SIGNAL MODEL

The small-signal model is used to approximate the behavior of
power electronic converters with linear equations, which pro-
vides a means for dynamic and control studies. For this purpose,

FIGURE 7 Impedance source networks for DC-DC application

the nonlinear elements of the impedance source networks, that
is, diodes and switches, are modelled as dependent voltage or
current sources [34]. For the sake of simplicity, and in accor-
dance to the experimental setup, the small-signal models are pre-
sented for DC-DC power conversion, as shown in Figure 7.

The circuit averaging technique involves averaging the cur-
rent and the voltage of nonlinear elements during a switching
period. The average of the diodes’ voltage (V̄D) and the switch
current (ĪSW ) of DA-YSN can be obtained from (23) and (24),
respectively.{

V̄D1 = V̄D2 = 𝛿 × DST × (1 − DST ) × G × Vin

V̄Do = G × DST × Vin

(23)

ĪSW =
(

1 −
1

G

)
× Iin (24)

where 𝛿 can be calculated from (4). Considering the values with
a ∼ as small-signal perturbations around the operation point and
replacing G from (4), the large-signal equations can be obtained
as

⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩
V̄D1,2 + ṽD1,2 =

𝛿 × (DST + d̃ST )

1 − 𝛿 × (DST + d̃ST )
× (Vin + ṽin )

V̄Do + ṽDo =
1

1 − (DST + d̃ST )
×

(DST + d̃ST )

1 − 𝛿 × (DST + d̃ST )

× (Vin + ṽin )
(25)
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TABLE 7 Small-signal coefficients for reduced versions of DA-ISNs

Networks DA-ΓSN DA-TSN DA-FΓSN

𝛼1

N3

N3−N2
× DST

1 −
N3

N3−N2
× DST

N1+N3

N3
× DST

1 −
N1+N3

N3
× DST

N1

N2
× DST

1 −
N1

N2
× DST

𝛼2
1

1 − DST
×

DST

1 −
N3

N3−N2
× DST

1
1 − DST

×
DST

1 −
N1+N3

N3
× DST

1
1 − DST

×
DST

1 −
N1

N2
× DST

𝛼3

(
1 +

N3

N3 − N2
(1 − DST )

)
× DST

(
1 +

N1 + N3

N3
(1 − DST )

)
× DST

(
1 +

N1

N2
(1 − DST )

)
× DST

𝛽1

N3

N3−N2
×Vin

(1 −
N3

N3−N2
× DST )

2

N1+N3

N3
×Vin

(1 −
N1+N3

N3
× DST )

2

N1

N2
×Vin

(1 −
N1

N2
× DST )

2

𝛽2
Vin

(1 − DST )2
×

1 −
N3

N3−N2
× D2

ST

(1 −
N3

N3−N2
× DST )

2

Vin

(1 − DST )2
×

1 −
N1+N3

N3
× D2

ST

(1 −
N1+N3

N3
× DST )

2

Vin

(1 − DST )2
×

1 −
N1

N2
× D2

ST

(1 −
N1

N2
× DST )

2

𝛽3

[
N3

N3 − N2
(1 − 2DST ) + 1

]
× Iin

[
N1 + N3

N3
(1 − 2DST ) + 1

]
× Iin

[
N1

N2
(1 − 2DST ) + 1

]
× Iin

FIGURE 8 Small-signal models. (a) DA-ISNs, (b) DA-YSN

ĪSW + ĩSW = [(𝛿 + 1) × (DST + d̃ST ) − 𝛿 × (DST + d̃ST )2]

× (Iin + ĩin ). (26)

The dynamic (small-signal) part of (25) and (26) can be
extracted as

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

ṽD1,2 =
𝛿 × DST

1 − 𝛿 × DST
ṽin +

𝛿 ×Vin

(1 − 𝛿 × DST )2
d̃ST

ṽDo =
1

1 − DST
×

DST

1 − 𝛿 × DST
ṽin +

1 − 𝛿 × D2
ST

(1 − DST )2

×
Vin

(1 − 𝛿 × DST )2
d̃ST

(27)

ĩSW = (𝛿(1 − DST ) + 1) × DST × ĩin + (𝛿 + 1 − 2 𝛿DST )

× Iin × d̃ST (28)

or

⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩

ṽD1 = ṽD2 = 𝛼1 ṽin + 𝛽1 d̃ST

ṽDo = 𝛼2 ṽin + 𝛽2 d̃ST

ĩSW = 𝛼3 ĩin + 𝛽3 d̃ST .

(29)

Using the same approach, the small-signal coefficients (α and
β) for the reduced versions of DA-ISNs are calculated and given
in Table 7. The diodes and the switch are replaced by the con-
trolled voltage and current sources, respectively, as shown in
Figure 8a. The coupled inductor block in the model can be
replaced by the Y, Γ, T and flipped Γ shaped coupled induc-
tors. This model can be used for dynamic studies, and the
obtained transfer functions of this model facilitate controller
design and closed-loop performance analysis according to the
desired application requirements. Any required transfer func-
tion can be readily obtained from this model. Accordingly, the
control-to-output transfer function for DA-YSN can be cal-
culated from the model of Figure 8b, which is derived from
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FIGURE 9 Bode plots of DA-YSN transfer functions. (a) Control-to-output voltage and (b) Control-to-capacitor voltage

Figure 8a by replacing the coupled inductor block with the Y-
shaped coupled inductor and neglecting the perturbation of the
input voltage, ṽin, that is, ṽin = 0. In this model, the equiva-
lent series resistance (ESR) of passive components are consid-
ered, as shown in Figure 8b. Also, LK represents the total leak-
age inductance transferred to the winding N1 of the coupled
inductor.

The control-to-output/capacitor voltage transfer functions
can be obtained by writing some KVLs and KCLs in the S-
domain for the circuit of Figure 8b.⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎩

KC L1 ∶ ĩC 1 = (1 − 𝛼3)ĩin − 𝛽3 d̃ST −
ṽout

Zo
KC L2 ∶ ĩ1 − ĩ3 = ĩ2 = ĩC 1

KV L1 ∶ (rN 1 + ZK )ĩ1 +

(
1 +

N3

N1

)
Zmĩm + rN 1 ĩ3 = 0

KV L2 ∶ ZLinĩin − 𝛽1 d̃ST − 𝛽2 d̃ST + ṽout = 0
(30)

where ⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩
Zo =

(
1

s Co
+ rCo

) ||Ro, ZLin = s Lin + rLin

Zm = s Lm, ZK = s LK .

(31)

From (13), the magnetizing current (referred to N1) can be
calculated as

ĩm = ĩ1 +
N2

N1
ĩ2 +

N3

N1
ĩ3. (32)

By applying KVL to the loop including capacitor C1, coupled
inductor windings N2 and N3, output diode, and load, one
yields

ṽout = (ZC 1 + rN 2)ĩC 1 −
N3 − N2

N1
Zmĩm − rN 3 ĩ3 + 𝛽2 d̃ST

(33)

TABLE 8 Experimental setup parameters

Parameter Value

Input voltage, Vin 50 V

Output voltage, Vo 200 V

Rated power, P 200 W

Switching frequency 25 kHz

Magnetic core 0077615A7

Magnetizing inductor, Lm 1.2 mH

Winding turns 120:24:72

Leakage inductance, ESRLK1, rN1 13.6 μH, 0.19 Ω
LK2, rN2 1.23 μH, 0.05 Ω
LK3, rN3 0.6 μH, 0.12 Ω

Capacitors, C1,o
C2

16 μF (5 mΩ)
48 μF (11 mΩ)

Input inductor, Lin 1 mH (60 mΩ)

Diodes, D1 &
D2 ,o

RHRG75120 & APT30D60B

Switch, SW SPW47N60CFD

where

ZC 1 =

(
1

s C1
+ rC 1

)
. (34)

Finally, by solving (30)–(32) for ĩ1, ĩ2, ĩ3, ĩm and ĩin, and sub-
stituting them in (33), the control-to-output transfer function
of DA-YSN can be calculated. Also, the control-to-capacitor
voltage transfer function can be obtained from (30)–(34) and
ṽC 1 = ZC 1 ĩC 1.

These transfer functions are calculated with the experimental
setup parameters (refer to Table 8), and the results are given in
(35). The Bode plots of the transfer functions calculated in (35)
are shown in Figure 9. Also, in order to confirm the validity of
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FIGURE 10 Voltage loop control scheme of DA-YSN

the derived transfer functions, the linear small-signal model of
DA-YSN was implemented in Simulink software. In Figure 9,
the simulation and calculation Bode plots are compared. As all
effective parasitic parameters are considered in both calculation
and simulation studies, the Bode plots are almost similar, which
confirms the derived transfer functions.

DA-YSN adopts an output voltage control loop, shown in
Figure 10, where Gd(s) is the control-to-output transfer func-
tion and C(s) is the proportional-integral (PI) controller transfer
function of (36).

⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩
Gvo−d (s) =

ṽout

d̃ST
=
− 0.07 s5 + 5.53 × 105 s4 + 1.82 × 1013 s3 − 1.78 × 1016 s2 + 1.16 × 1021s + 1.18 × 1023

s5 + 5.82 × 104 s4 + 5.18 × 1010 s3 + 1.73 × 1013 s2 + 4.06 × 1017 s + 4.11 × 1019

Gvc−d (s) =
ṽC 1

d̃ST
=

− 1.45 × 106 s4 − 1.82 × 1013 s3 − 3.18 × 1016 s2 + 8.77 × 1020s + 8.94 × 1022

s5 + 5.82 × 104 s4 + 5.18 × 1010 s3 + 1.73 × 1013 s2 + 4.06 × 1017 s + 4.11 × 1019
.

(35)

C (s) = KP +
KI

s
(36)

A frequency-domain design approach presented in [47] is
employed here, which results in KP = 1.535 × 10−6 and KI =

0.031. The closed-loop system is stable with zero overshoot,
and the rise and settling times in response to a step-change in
the reference are almost 25 ms and 43 ms, respectively.

6 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A DC-DC converter shown in Figure 7 is implemented, which
includes an additional capacitor Co, diode Do and load resistor
Ro. A photo of the experimental setup is shown in Figure 11, and
the experimental parameters are summarized in Table 8. For the
sake of a fair comparison, the same passive and active compo-
nents are chosen for all under-test converters. For YSN and DA-
YSN, the turn ratios are chosen as 5:1:3 and for q-YSN, as 5:3:1,
which translates to the same winding factor as δ = 4 for all con-
verters. According to Table 2, the shoot-through duty cycle DST
for YSN and q-YSN is obtained as 0.1875, while for DA-YSN
is 0.1743 to achieve the desired voltage gain of G = 4. It should
be noted that the magnetic element is realized on a toroidal
magnetic core with KoolMμ® material from Magnetics®, which
offers a considerably low core loss profile. Moreover, the cou-

FIGURE 11 Experimental prototype

pled inductors are constructed from multistrand Litz wires with
the interleaved winding method that simultaneously let a lower
copper loss and reduced leakage inductances.

Figures 12–14 are the experimental waveforms of DA-YSN,
YSN and q-YSN, respectively. The input and output voltages
and currents are presented in Figures 12–14a. Obviously, unlike
conventional YSN, the input current of q-YSN and DA-YSN is
continuous. Also, the input current ripple of DA-YSN is consid-
erably lower than q-YSN. Thus, the very low input current ripple
of DA-YSN and its high voltage gain is best fitted to renewable
and distributed power generation applications. Also, the output
voltage of DA-YSN is the highest, that indicates a better regu-
lation (lower voltage drop) of this converter when considering
the same components, as expected from Figure 3b. The output
voltages of DA-YSN, YSN and q-YSN are calculated theoreti-
cally (under ideal and non-ideal conditions from Figure 3), and
also calculated from PSIM thermal module simulation, and the
results are summarized in Table 9 along with the experimen-
tal ones read from Figures 12–14a. A better voltage regulation
of DA-YSN can be concluded from Table 9 in terms of a bet-
ter match of simulation and experimental results with the the-
oretical one. In addition, Figures 12–14b from top to bottom
show the measured input, output and capacitor voltages of the
understudy networks, respectively. The measured amplitudes are
in good agreement with the theoretical equations in Section 2.
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FIGURE 12 DA-YSN experimental results. (a) Input and output voltages and currents, (b) Input, output and capacitor C1 voltages, (c) ST pulses and blocking
voltages of active elements, (d) Windings N1 to N3 and magnetizing currents

FIGURE 13 YSN experimental results. (a) Input and output voltages and currents, (b) Input, output and capacitor C1 voltages, (c) ST pulses and blocking
voltages of active elements, (d) Windings N1 to N3 and magnetizing currents

TABLE 9 Voltage gain comparison between theoretical, simulation and
experimental results

Converter YSN q-YSN DA-YSN

Output voltage (V) Theoretical (ideal) 200 200 200

Theoretical (non-ideal) 181 184 185

Simulation 178 181 184

Experimental 174 180 184

Also, a low capacitors’ voltage ripple is measured as almost less
than 5%, which is in agreement with the capacitor design equa-
tion in Section 3. Obviously, the total capacitor voltage stress of
DA-YSN is almost equal to YSN and considerably lower than
q-YSN.

The blocking voltages of the switching devices, as well as the
gate signal of the switch, are presented in Figures 12–14c. As
already expected, in DA-YSN, the switch SW and the diode D2
conduct during the ST state simultaneously, while the diode D1
blocks. On the contrary, the diode D1 conducts during the NST
state while the diode D2 and the switch SW are open.

Figures 12–14d are the current through the coupled inductor
windings and the magnetizing branch. Confirming the theoret-
ical analysis, the coupled inductors are charged during the ST
state and discharged during the NST state for all networks, and
it happens with a lower ripple for DA-YSN (at the same voltage
and power levels).

In order to verify the small-signal calculations, the single-
loop PI controller is applied to DA-YSN according to Figure 10
with the same coefficients set in Section 5. To investigate the

FIGURE 14 q-YSN experimental results. (a) Input and output voltages and currents, (b) Input, output and capacitors C1 and C2 voltages, (c) ST pulses and
blocking voltages of active elements, (d) Windings N1 to N3 and magnetizing currents
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FIGURE 15 Dynamic response of DA-YSN when (a) Voltage reference jumps from 170 to 200 V, (b) Output load jumps from 200 to 240 W, (c) Output load
falls from 200 to 160 W

FIGURE 16 (a) Efficiency and (b) Loss distribution comparison

behaviour of the closed-loop system, the reference output volt-
age is raised from 170 to 200 V, while the input/output volt-
ages and currents are measured and reported in Figure 15a.
The fast and smooth transient is obvious as the voltage settles
to 200V in less than 50 ms without any overshoot, which in
close agreement with the theoretically obtained settling time of
43 ms. Also, to investigate the transient behaviour of DA-YSN
in response to the output load step-changes, the closed-loop
dynamic responses are depicted in Figure 14. The input/output
voltages and currents are measured when the output power is
raised (changed from 200 W to 240 W) and decreased (changed
from 200 W to 160 W) 20%, and the results are shown in Fig-
ure 15b and Figure 15c, respectively. The output reference volt-
age is 200 V, and it can be seen from these figures that the output
voltage is 200 V before step-change, and it is settled to 200 V
after almost 30 ms of the transient.

Figure 16a compares the efficiency of all converters for a
wide range of output power. The output and input voltages are
kept constant at 200 V and 50 V, respectively. At the rated power
of 200 W, the efficiencies are 87.11%, 88.85% and 90.43% for
YSN, q-YSN and DA-YSN, respectively. It can be concluded
from this figure that the efficiency of DA-YSN is the highest.

Also, to better investigate the efficiency of the Y-shaped net-
works, their power loss distributions are analytically calculated
based on the method explained in [48] and presented in Fig-
ure 16b. Also, the numerical power losses of each component
among the Y-shaped networks in Figure 16b are summarized
in Table 10. As can be seen from this table, although all net-
works use the same coupled inductor, DA-YSN offers consid-
erably lower losses in the windings of the coupled inductors
than the competitors, as already expected from Table 4. Fur-
thermore, it can also be seen that the power losses of other
components of the three networks are approximately equal. In
addition, due to the low ESR of the film capacitor used in the
experiments, the related power losses are negligible in all net-
works. Finally, to investigate the effect of the winding factor
ẟ on the power losses of DA-YSN, its efficiency is calculated
for various ẟ at 200 W and the results are shown in Figure 17.
For this purpose, the inductors are designed for ẟ = 3, 4, 5
and 6 and the efficiency is calculated for the input and out-
put voltages of 50 V and 200 V, respectively. As can be seen
from Figure 17, the efficiencies for ẟ = 3 and 4 are almost
the same, and the efficiency decreases by increasing the winding
factor.
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TABLE 10 Power losses of the components at rated power 200 W

Input inductance Magnetizing inductance

Converter Switch Diodes Capacitors Core Windings Core Windings

YSN 2.33 W 5.83 W 0.24 W NA 0.35 W 20.83 W

q-YSN 2.55 W 5.56 W 0.18 W 0.41 W 1.04 W 0.75 W 14.60 W

DA-YSN 2.07 W 6.11 W 0.12 W 0.01 W 0.98 W 0.34 W 11.5 W

FIGURE 17 Efficiency comparison of DA-YSN vs ẟ

7 CONCLUSION

This paper thoroughly investigates the family of diode-assisted
impedance source networks, where DA- ΓSN, DA-TSN and
DA-F ΓSN are derived by removing one of the windings of
DA-YSN and rearranging the remained ones. Therefore, as
the basic structure, DA-YSN is analysed and compared with
conventional YSN and q-YSN. Accordingly, it offers higher
voltage gain with the same DST,max and significantly lower
input current ripple in comparison to the competitors, which
are advantageous for renewable energy and high voltage gain
applications such as distributed power generation. Lower mag-
netizing and input current ripples lead to a higher power density
of DA-YSN in comparison to q-YSN. Decreased capacitor
voltage stress and its value are the other benefits translating to
the lower stored energy and volume of DA-ISNs’ capacitors.
Also, the considerably lower total power loss of the magnetic
element compared to that of successful counterparts is the main
reason behind the higher efficiency of DA-YSN. Furthermore,
to investigate the transient behaviour of DA-YSN and facilitate
the controller design procedure, its trasfer functions are derived
and a simple single-loop voltage controller is designed to track
the output voltage reference. The aforesaid attributes are prac-
tically confirmed through extensive tests on a 200 W laboratory
setup.
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